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THE DIVERGENT COLLEGE OF DESIGN 
I gave a talk at a conference recently about 
the divergent thinking that underlies design 

and how it complements the convergent 

thinking of science. If the latter tends toward 

the linear and logical, divergent thinking 

involves making lateral connections among 

seemingly unrelated things to create new 

possibilities. Divergent thinking pervades 

this issue of Emerging. The diverse array 

of work you will see here shows how our 

college constantly makes connections among 

apparently dissimilar ideas or institutionally 

disparate units. We don't just talk about interdisciplinary work; 

we do it, in part because we simply think this way. 

Our work in design and health, for example, has led to 

the development of a joint post-baccalaureate certificate 

program in healthcare design and innovation with the 

School of Nursing and the Center for Spirituality and 

Healing (page 5). Those two units might seem far removed 

from what we do in the College of Design, but both 

have leaders who think divergently and saw the value 

in our working together, as did we. The next "Design 

Intersections" symposium on design and healthcare 

delivery, on March 31, will highlight this and other related 

work, showing how design thinking can help reduce costs 

and minimize error, while improving the quality of people's 

experiences and the productivity of healthcare workers. 

Our connections to other disciplines extend beyond the 

University as well. The work we have under way with the 

American Refugee Committee and Architecture for Humanity 

in Haiti. for instance, links University faculty with expertise 

in housing, community design, and sustainability to those 
delivering services on the ground in that beleaguered 

country. Not only does such work take our college's outreach 

mission to an international scale, but it also expands the 

definition of what we do beyond the design of buildings and 

communities to the creation of systems and services, in this 
case in aid of the Haitian people (page 6). 

We have engaged in similar work closer to home. at the 
University's UMore Park development on the southern edge of 
the Twin Cities. There, our faculty and students, funded by an 
Engaged Department Grant from the Univ~r~, have begun 

to assess future housing and retail needs in 

our region and to look at how UMore Park can 

help our local development community create 

more marketable, affordable, and sustainable 

housing for our increasingly diverse and often 

underserved population (page 8). 

We have begun to apply this divergent thinking 

t1 and connective work to our own campus as 

~ well. Recently ranked among the top three 

~ most sustainable campuses in the country, 
"' the University has funded architecture and 

landscape architecture faculty and students to engage in 

a project that will enable us to achieve, in partnership with 

Facilities Management and the Institute on the Environment, a 

net-zero or even positive energy profile, where we generate 

more power and replenish more water than we use (page 16). 

The best way for the University and our college to attain a 

ranking among the top three public research institutions and 

to remain there, is to think divergently, act creatively, and 

partner broadly with all who want to join us as we transform 

the world into a better place. 

Stay In touch with the 
College of Design 

Thomas Fisher, Dean 

B blog.lib.umn.edu/cdescomm/cdes_memo/ 

UofMDesign 

fm University of Minnesota College of Design 

IJ U of M Design 

■ photo/umndesign 

And don't forget ... 

IJ Goldstein Museum of Design 

■ goldsteinmuseum 

IJ University of Minnesota Department of Landscape 
Architecture 

IJ W. L. Hali Workshop 
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·SMART HOUSE, 
LIVABLE 
COMMUNITY, 
YOUR FUTURE 
Exhibition coming to Goldstein 

Museum of Design in February 

By Kathleen Campbell 
Goldstein Museum of Design 

The first of 70 million baby boomers 
will reach age 65 in 2011. The size and 
impact of this post-World War II generation 
will challenge America's resources, 
communities, and concepts of what it is to 
be a senior. A 2009 AARP survey found 
that 85 percent of individuals age 50 plus 
said they wish to remain in their community 
for as long as possible. 

What does the desire to continue living 
Independently mean for the design of 
homes for aging baby boomers and for 
community design? Housing studies 
professor Marilyn Bruin and master's 
student Jodene Riha will address these 
questions in the upcoming exhibition, 
"Smart House, Livable Community, Your 
Future," at the Goldstein ~useum of Design, 
February 5-May 23, 2011. 

HOUSE DESIGN CAN 
ACCOMMODATE AGING RESIDENTS 
The home-related needs of baby boomers 
are the same for any age group: a 
comfortable structure that provides a 
base for activities and for relationships; 
an opportunity for expressing one's self 
through personalized choices of furnishings 
and objects; safety and security; and 
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"Smart House, Livable Community, Your Future• will follow hypothetical baby boomers Jim and 
Maria who have renovated their home to accommodate their lifestyle. 

a place that provides 
continuity and roots. As 
boomers age. a home's 
design, furnishings, and 
tools can accommodate 
changes that commonly 
accompany aging. 

The exhibition will look like 
a small. attractive home 
inhabited by a hypothetical, 
65ish couple (Jim and 
Maria), who have renovated 
their 1960s home so they 
can continue to enjoy their 
active, engaged lifestyle. 

Exhibition visitors will 
be encouraged to try 
out everything they see, 
starting with a welcoming 
flat-threshold doorway. 
Visitors can sit in a power-

Items from the "Smart House, 
Livable Community, Your 
Future" show at the Goldstein 

lifted chair, handle easy-to
use-kitchen utensils, scoot 
around the kitchen on a 
wheeled chair to try out 
lower counters, operate 
an easy-open window, sit 
In a fully adjustable desk 
chair at an ergonomically 
designed desk, and observe 
wall colors and lighting that 
ameliorate the Impact of 
changing vision. The bath 
will feature a walk-in shower 
and reinforced wall for 
grab bars. Visitors will learn 
about a Fall Guard alert 
system, auto-dispensers 
for medications, special 
environmental controls, and 
tools and technologies that 
allow Jim and Maria to do 
the activities they enjoy and 

~ 
HOUSE 
LIVABLE 
COMMUNITY 
YOUR FUTURE 

keep them connected to the world. 

Through notes between Jim and Maria 
and brief videos, visitors will be privy to 
the challenging decision-making process 
that the couple went through during the 
renovation and what they especially 
appreciate about the design features of 
their transformed home. 

RELATED EDUCATIONAL 
PROGRAMMING 

Workshops: Workshops will be held 
for three distinct audiences: builders, 
designers, and remodelers; baby boomers 
and caregivers; and community planners 
and policy makers. 

Twin Cities Public Television (TPT) 
partnership: A 30-minute broadcast 
focused on the exhibition and its central 
ideas will be available to public television 
stations nationwide. 

Smart House website: This will include 
downloadable workshop materials, 
educationa l modules that will allow website 
visitors to make decisions about designing 
a home for independent living, and the 
30-mlnute TPT broadcast. 

A shorter version of this article appeared 
in the November 2010 issue of Old News, 
published by the University of Minnesota's 
Center on Aging. Used by permission. 
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THE 
HUMAN 
FACTOR 
By Michael Fraase 

Taking into 
account 
the entire 
spectrum 
of human 
variables in 
design 

If you owned an older automobile in the 1980s you had to be careful which gasoline 
pump you used to fill your tank: leaded (for old cars) and unleaded (for new cars) were 
both widely available. Wrong gas in the wrong car resulted in extensive engine repairs. 
Designers and engineers quickly addressed the problem-a human factors problem
by narrowing the filler neck in new cars to accept only the smaller diameter nozzles on 
unleaded gas pumps. In human factors terminology, the solution was a forcing function, 
a behavior-shaping constraint, or in Japanese a "poka-yoke." In lay terms, it's mistake
proofing. 

The original design of automatic teller machines (ATMs) at banks called for you to insert 
your card, with a high likelihood of forgetting your card in the machine after the transaction 
was completed. The design was modified to resolve the human factors problem by having 
you swipe your card (another forcing function) and then initiate the transaction. 

Human factors are "the interactions of humans with systems. processes, and 
technologies," according to Kathleen Harder (Center for Design 
in Health) or, "the human element in whatever you're 
designing." according to Lucy Dunne (Apparel Design). 
Harder expands the definition by saying it involves the 
systematic application of knowledge about human strengths 
and weaknesses to design systems (processes, technology, products, 
Infrastructure) that facilitate better human performance. 
"The human factors area is inherently interdisciplinary, 
requiring joint understanding of humans, systems, and 
their interplay so as to inform the design of human
centered systems including the component processes. 
technology, products, and infrastructure." Harder said. 

In July 2010, the Board of Regents unanimously approved 
a proposal by Harder and Caroline Hayes (Mechanical 
Engineering) to unify the various existing human factors 
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courses into a coherent PhD program. The new program, which begins accepting 
candidates in fall 2011, Is intentionally structured as a robust interdiscipl inary program 
administered jointly by the College of Design and College of Sciences and Engineering 
and will include a variety of disciplines from design, housing, and apparel; psychology; 
industrial engineering; and computer science. Harder is developing a new course for the 
program, Design of Healthcare Processes. 

"Because we're 

human, design cannot 

make you grow a 

third arm, but a poorly 

designed device can 

take off one of your 

existing arms." 

Dunne said her wearable technology work is an 
extreme case for human factors because "it requires.._ 
taking into account the entire spectrum of human 
variables in complex mobile and social environments." 
Her human factors work was showcased in her fall 
2010 Human Factors in Design graduate course. Dunne 
was awarded a Nokia U.S. University Collaboration 
grant for the class. and Nokia provided internet tablets 
for enrolled students. The students spent the semester 
producing product designs related to mobile devices 
and human communication/connectivity, some of which 
were built. 

Dunn and Harder maintain that human factors are 
fundamental to the design disciplines because we're 
designing for humans. after all. According to Dunne, "if 

you only have Implicit knowledge of humans, your designs are less well-informed." Harder 
presses even further when she said everything we touch involves human 

factors and that human factors inform design, but not vice versa. 
_ "Because we're human, design cannot make you grow a 

third arm, but a poorly designed device can take off 

one of your existing arms." 
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HEALTHCARE 
DESIGN AND 
INNOVATION 
Creating safe and healing-rich environments 

By Suzy Frisch 

The College of Design is teaming with the University's School of Nursing and Center 
for Spirituality and Healing to offer a new post-baccalaureate certificate in healthcare 

design and innovation. The program aims to infuse design thinking into future healthcare 

practice and administration while also introducing design practitioners to the challenges 

of the healthcare Industry. 

Certificate students will learn how to incorporate evidence-based decision making 

into the design process to create environments that promote effective healthcare 
delivery. Simultaneously, healthcare administrators and practitioners will gain a deeper 
understanding of their role in the design process while examining the value of well

designed healthcare environments for patients, staff, and visitors. 

For Kathleen Harder, director of the Center for Design In Health who is co-developing 
the program, the certificate Is about teaching design processes to foster more 
functional and successful environments for providing healthcare. "Designers need to 

understand the dynamics at play In the healthcare world, and healthcare professionals 
need to know how designers approach a problem," she said. "Any time you have 

VI\\ yJ VI\\ 
disciplines of varying types Interacting together your perspective Is broadened-and 
that's the intent with this." 

A diverse array of students will be able to enroll in the program, Including interior 
designers, architects, landscape architects, graphic designers, and facility managers. 
On the healthcare side, students might Include physicians, nurses, pharmacists, medical 

technologists, administrators, psychologists, sociologists, and graduate students minoring 
in complementary therapies and healing practices. 

They will take four graduate-level courses. two based in the College of Design and 
two from the School of Nursing. The four courses will cover the design of healthcare 

processes, evidence-based design in healthcare, optimal healing environments, and 
health innovation and leadership. This multidisciplinary program, which is like no other in 
the country, is already attracting the interest of potential students from other pa\ts of the 

United States, Harder said. 

Joanne Disch, director of the Katharine J. Densford International Center for Nursing 

Leadership and a program codeveloper, believes participants from design and healthcare 
will benefit from learning together. Courses will cultivate innovation as students gain 

"Designers need 

to understand the 

dynamics at play 

In the healthcare 

world, and healthcare 

professionals need to 

know how designers 

approach a problem." 

!=xposure to different ways of thinking, build broader 
networks, and utilize new knowledge in the workplace. 

"This ls unique," Disch said. "It brings together a 
wide array of professionals who all have some 

responsibility for creating healthcare environments 
and has them learn together how to create safer and 

healing-rich environments." 

Enrollment w/11 begin fall 2011. For more information, 
including the application process, please contact 
the Katharine J. Densford International Center for 
Nursing Leadership, Joanne Disch, director and 
clinical professor. 612-625-1187, or disch003@umn 
.edu or Arlene Birnbaum, program associate, 
612-625-1187 or birnb023@umn.edu. 
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By Greg Breining 

As Haiti digs ever so slowly from beneath the rubble of the 

January 2010 magnitude 7 quake, professors and students 

from the University of Minnesota School of Architecture wil l 
be on the scene to help design new schools and to learn 
from the desperate efforts to rebuild communities. 

"There is absolutely no infrastructure In place," said Jim 
Lutz, lecturer and co-director of the master of science 

\ 
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program In architecture, sustainable design track, one of 
several University professors who traveled to Haiti In 2010. 
"What little there was orig inally, was largely destroyed in 

the quake. So you have no dependable electrical system, 

no sanitary system, no water dist ribution system. For all 

Intents and purposes, we're going to have to reinvent the 

building materials industry and the construction industry." 

Lutz is one of several professors who will teach four 

classes-two in Minneapolis. two in Haiti-that focus on the 

disaster . 

The first course, a seven-week research seminar by assistant 

professor John Comazzi, will be taught during the first half of 

spring semester in Minneapolis. It will gather information on 

Haiti from climate to building materials to standards for school 

buildings. "It will be our field manual," said Lutz. 

The second course, a one-week catalyst, will examine how 

technology such as cell phones, texting, and social media 

sites are used at a grassroots level to respond to disasters 

and record the movement of people from ravaged areas. The 

Condemned residence in Terrain Acra 

course will be taught by several Instructors, including Aaron 
Westre, an adjunct instructor at the School of Architecture 

and owner of a software design studio. The takeaway 

for architecture students, Westre said, "is to start thinking 
beyond just the basic skills that they learn about building 

construction-expanding their toolkit to include social media." 

Lutz will return to Haiti in March with six graduate students 

for the third course. Working with Architecture for Humanity 

for eight weeks, students will begin the design process for 

constructing two schools. ·our goal is to complete the site 

analysis, meet with the members of the community who 

have a vested interest in not Just the construction but the 

continued operation and maintenance of the facility," said 

Lutz. Students will produce two presentation packages that 

can be shown to donors for construction funds. 

The final course will be a Haili-based seminar on Haitian 

vernacular architecture with Sabine Malebranche and Marc 

Roger of the now destroyed Haiti State University. 

John Carmody, who directs the college's Center for 

Sustainable Building Research, is working with the 

Minneapolis-based American Refugee Committee (ARC) to 

find a suitable role for the center in Haiti. One pivotal event 

so far: ARC stationed recent University architecture graduate 

Anne Hake in Haiti to assess opportunities to genuinely help 

reconstruction. (See Emerging, fall 2010, p. 16.) 

"What we bring to projects like this Is our expertise and 

interest in doing cutting-edge sustainable development," 

Anne Hake (MArch '08) and John Carmody (CSBR) inspecting a 

housing prototype 

John Carmody (CSBR) with children In Camp Hope 

said Carmody. "There should be an opportunity to do 

some useful things. The situation Is so desperate, I've 

never seen anything like it." 

Lutz said It's vital the University maintain a presence while 

students and staff work. ·we Just don't want to ~arachute 

a design solution Into Haiti. We want to be sure that 

whatever we come up with will be something our clients 

are enthusiastic about-that they have buy-in and will use 

it and maintain it and love it long after we're gone. That's 

really sustainable architecture." 

•1 think architecture has a social mandate," continued 

Lutz. Citing the school's mission statement of a social art, 

he said, ·architects are bound ethically to provide for the 

common good. I can't th ink of many more situations where 

that's more powerfully embodied than the situation in Haili 

right now." 
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ENGAGING 
WITH A planned commuity in Dakota County gives DHA many valuable opportunities 

UMORE 
PARK 

By Suzy Frisch 

With an assist from a University grant, faculty from the 
Department of Design, Housing, and Apparel (DHA) 
are preparing to involve students in planning efforts for 
UMore Park in Rosemount. The University is creating a 
planned community in Dakota County at its 5,000-acre
slte, originally known as the University of Minnesota 
Outreach, Research, and Education Park. By 2035-40 it 
is projected to be home to 20,000 to 30,000 residents. 

DHA professors became convinced that 
working with UMore Park would be a fruitful 

role of community identity in 
the decision-making process to 
live, work, or visit a community. 
In a retail merchandising class, 
students will tackle UMore
related projects to critically 
analyze the retailing process, 
its function. and community 
environment. Students in a 
housing studies course will 
craft proposals for multifamily 
housing in UMore Park and 
its surrounding communities. 
In previous years, students 
and faculty in architecture and 
landscape architecture have also 

studied aspects of 
UMore Park. 

opportunity for students and professors 
to both conduct research and enhance 
classroom experiences, and applied for 
the $12,000 Engaged Department Grant 
from the Office of Public Engagement. 
At the same time, the grant could help 
break down silos among three of the 
department's disciplines and cultivate richer 
Interdisciplinary approaches for addressing 
design, retail, and housing issues. 

THE ENGAGED 

DEPARTMENT 

GRANT IS 

BUILDING 

BRIDGES 

"With these classes, 
we're giving 
students real-
world examples 
and settings for 
their learning." 
said Marilyn Bruin, 
associate professor 
of housing studies, 

A seven-member team of professors from 
housing studies, retail merchandising, 
graphic design, geography, and urban 
studies is now integrating UMore Park into 
three spring 2011 courses. A graduate-level 
graphic design course will investigate the 

TO THE 

COMMUNITY 

AND OTHER 

UNIVERSITY 

DEPARTMENTS 

who is leading the 
team. "We also know that UMore Park is 
Important to the College of Design. This is 
a way for us to demonstrate how housing 
studies. retail merchandising, and graphic 
design can contribute to the project 
about community, economic, and housing 
development." 

The Universit'f'vlews UMore 
Park as a place to innovate in 
housing, renewable energy, 
education, transit, technology, 
and more-and so many of 
these areas are a natural fit 
for the col lege, Bruin said. 
The Engaged Department 
Grant will help DHA try new 
ways of involving community 
stakeholders, including 
creating an internship with a 
UMore Park developer for an 
undergraduate housing studies 
student. It will also fund several 
focus groups with Dakota 
County residents to gauge their 
opinions about what they would 
like on the site. 

In addition to building bridges 
to the community, another 
benefit of the grant is that It 
has forged links with other 
University Engaged Department 
teams regarding best practices 
for community outreach and 
fostered fresh col laboration 
among faculty from DHA's 
d isciplines. 

Thanks to this grant work, DHA faculty started discussing 
more ways to collaborate on teaching and research. 
"Working together on the project has inspired the faculty 
to connect in ways we haven't connected before," Bruin 
said. "This is a side benefit to the project, but one we 
hope will continue." 
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NORTHWEST ARCHITECTURAL ARCHIVES 
ADDS NEW COLLECTIONS, NEW CURATOR 
Following the retirement of long-time curator Alan 
Lathrop, the Northwest Architectural Archives (NAA) 

Institute at the University of Minnesota Libraries named 
R. Arvid Nelsen curator in summer 2010. Nelsen, former 

curator of the University Libraries Charles Babbage 
Institute, was also named head of a newly merged unit 
that the NAA Is now part of-Special Collections, Rare 

Books, and Manuscripts. 

NNA Is home to more than 200 collections of archival 
materials, including some of the most heavily used and 

comprehensive groups of 

architectural materials in 
the country. Among them 
are the William Gray Purcell 
Papers, which include the 
architectural records of the 

renowned Prairie School firm 
of Purcell and Elmslie (and 
its predecessors Purcell and 
Feick and Purcell, Feick and 
Elmslie); the Leroy Buffington 
Papers, incorporating 
dozens of renderings by 

Harvey Ellis; and many other collections of locally and 

nationally known firms and individuals. 

"The Northwest Architectural Archives Is an outstanding 

collection. It is with great enthusiasm that I look forward 
to helping develop and promote It to the benefit of the 
amazing design communities in the region," Nelsen said. 

The John Howe Papers are a recent notable addition to 
the collection. In 1932 Howe (1913-97) became a charter 
member of the Taliesin Fellowship of Frank Lloyd Wright 

Left: Jack Lenor Larsen Papers, 
Northwest Architectural Archives 

Left: Don E. Harley 
Associates, Inc., 
design fora 
flatware set. (Don 
Harley Papers, 
Northwest 
Architectural 
Archives, used 
by permission, 
Minneapolis 
Institute of Arts) 

Stewart Memorial Church, Purcell, Feick and }1ms/ie 
Architects (WIiiiam Gray Purcell Papers, Northwest 
Architectural Archives) 
Left: John Howe, "Fabric House,• a drawing made during 
Howe's Incarceration at Sandstone as a conscientious objector 
during World War II (Northwest Architectural Archives) 

in Spring Green, Wisconsin. He remained at Taliesin 

until 1964 as one of the Taliesin Associated Architects, 
during which time he designed more than 30 structures 

throughout the United States. Howe moved to Minnesota 
in 1967 and opened an office, which he maintained until 

his retirement in 1992 . 

NAA's collection extends beyond architecture to 
landscape architecture, structural engineering, and 
Industrial and textile design. Examples are the papers of 
textile artists Jack Lenor Larsen and Helena Hernmarck, 
as well as the recently added Don Harley Papers, the 
NAA's first collection of industrial design records. 

The Harley collection Is enormous, holding thousands of 
product design drawings for items ranging from bookends 
and calendars to poultry shears and serving bowls. The 
collection Includes designs for toys, machinery, tools, 
household and office products, automotive gear, garden 
equipment and medical products, to name a few. 

Northwest Architectural Archives materials are open to 

the University and the general public. Finding aids are 

available at specia l.lib.umn.edu/manuscripts/architect 
. html. 

Researchers are strongly encouraged to notify the 

archives in advance of a research visit to its facilities in 

213 Andersen Library. Contact Barbara A. Bezat, assistant 
archivist, 612-625-3550, b-beza@umn.edu. 



AWARDS 
The College of Design's 
studentjournal, THERE, 
received the Douglas Haskell 
Award for Student Journals for 
publications produced In the 

2008 or 2009 school years. 

William Angell (Housing 
Studies) received the American 
Association of Radon Scientists 
and Technologists' Award 

for his work within the radon 
community. Angell recently 
completed two terms as 
president of the association. 
In early October, Angell also 

received the Health Physics 
Society North Central Chapter's 

Wissink Memorial Lecture Award 

BIi/ Conway's Boomerang House 

for his presentation on radon 
risk, risk communication, and 
radon risk reduction strategies. 

The Boomerang House-a 
lakeshore home In the Twin 
Cities and a project of William 
Conway's (Architecture) firm, 
Conway+Schulte Architects, 
received a Design Award 
of Recognition In the 2010 

Society of American Registered 
Architects Professional Design 
Awards Program. The house 
also received a Silver Award 
from the Association of 
Licensed Architects (ALA). 

Lucy Dunne (Apparel Design) 
received a Lectra Innovation 

Award for Faculty Research 
for her study "Joint Sensing In 
Everyday Clothing: Analysis 
of Garment Ease and Signal 
Noise in a Garment-Integrated 

Optical Bend Sensor." 
Additionally, a Dunne research 
project-Exploring New Mobile 
Phone Interfaces Through 
Human Factors in Design 

Class-was a beneficiary 

of Nokia's U.S. University 
Collaboration funding program 

for the second half of 2010. 

Dean Tom Fisher's article 

"Minnesota Modernisms." from 
the November/December 2009 
issue of Architecture Mmnesoto, 
won a Minnesota Magazine & 
Publications Association Gold 

Award for Best Feature Article In candidate). Juanjuan Wu ► Juanjuan Wu, HaeWon 
the category of General Interest. (Retail Merchandising), Ju (PhD candidate), Jleun 
Under 60,000 Circulation. and Kim Johnson (Retail Kim (PhD candidate), Cara 

Merchandising) for "Perceived Dammlnga (MS candidate), 
Lizzie Hlllmann and Silvia 

Benefits of Retail Loyalty Hye-Young Kim, and Kim 
Geclova-Borovova Guttmann 

Programs: Their Effects Johnson for "Fashion 
(both Apparel Design 

on Program Loyalty and Product Display, Dominant 
undergraduates) won first place 

Customer Loyalty" in the by Color, Visual Texture, 
at the 2010 Minnesota State 

merchandising category and Style Coordination: 
Fair for their skirted suit Inspired 

by turkey feathers. They also ► Sharron Lennon, JaeHa Lee An Experiment with 

received the Sweepstakes (BS Retail Merchandising '04; Mock Shop• In the visual 

Award for adult garment MS Retail Merchandising '06; merchandising category 

PhD Retail Merchandising Rebecca Krinke (Landscape 
The International Textile and '08), Mlnjeong Kim, and Kim Architecture) was the winner 
Apparel Association made Johnson for "Consumer of the first College of Design 
several awards for outstanding Misbehavior on Black Friday: Outreach Slam for her 
research papers to College Individual and Situational presentation on her public 
of Design graduate students, Antecedents" (an Educators art project Seen/Unseen. The 
alumni, and faculty at its for Socially Responsible Mapping of Joy and Pain. Jim 
annual meeting in October. Apparel Business research Lutz (Architecture) received 

Lizzie Hillman and Silvia Geclova-Borovova Guttmann's suit 

► Mlnjeong Kang (MS Retail 
Merchandising '06; PhD Retail 

Merchandising '09) and Kim 
Johnson for "Retail Therapy: 
Scale Development" in the 
consumer behavior track 

► Hye-Young Kim (Retail 
Merchandising), JI Young 
Lee (PhD candidate), 
Dooyoung Chol (MS 

award for outstanding 
research addressing 
social responsibility and 
sustainability issues) 

► Jung Mee Mum (PhD 
candidate), Kristy Janlgo (MS 
candidate), and Kim Johnson 
(Retail Merchandising) for 
"Tattoo and Self" in the 
social psychology category 

the runner-up prize for his 
presentation on the Haiti 
schools Initiative. (See p. 7.) 
Attendees of the November 12 
event voted for their favorite of 
the five-minute presentations, 
with the top vote-getter 
receiving $1,000 for 
professional development and 
the runner-up receiving $500. 

Three Apparel Design seniors, 
carol Lee (first place), Leslie 
Randall (second place), and 

HIiary Hubanks (third place). 
took the top student awards 
in the Fashion's Night Out 
2010 Fashion Sketch Contest 
sponsored by Neiman 
Marcus and MNFashlon. 

Leslie Randall's sketch 

Alissa D. Luepke Pier (BA Arch 
'99; MArch '02) received one 
of the American Institute of 
Architecture Minnesota's 2010 

Young Architect Awards. 

Richard Murphy, Jr .• College 
of Design Dean's Advisory 
Board member, received 
a 2010 Minnesota Family 
Business Legacy Award 
for his Murphy Warehouse 
Company. The awards are 
sponsored by Minnesota 
Business magazine and 
Hubler for Business Families. 



Apparel Design undergraduate 
Shannon Smith won the Project 
OR (Outdoor Retailer) Summer 

Market design competition. 

Smith was one of six design 

students from across the 

country selected to produce 

an original, innovative, and 

functional prototype garment 

for the outdoor industry 

using performance and 

ecofriendly materials. The 

students were given two days 

to complete their garment, 

and leading experts from the 

industry served as judges. 

Shannon Smith's design 

APPOINTMENTS 
Dean Tom Fisher (Architecture) 

was appointed codlrector of 

the University Metropolitan 

Consortium. The consortium 

was established in 2006 to 

link and network University 

centers, programs, faculty, 

and staff engaged in teaching, 

research, and outreach 
focused on metropolitan 

change and development 

Mary Guzowski (Architecture) 
was elected to the board of 

directors of the American Solar 
Energy Society representing 

the Solar Buildings Division. 

Kerry Haglund (Center for 

Sustainable Building Research) 

was elected vice president of 

the National Fenestration Rating 

Council executive committee. 

Laura Musacchio (Landscape 

Architecture) was selected 

as the U.S. representative on 

the executive board of the 
Society of Urban Ecology 

based in Salzburg, Austria. 

Mark Swenson (BED 71; 

MArch 73), president of ESG 

Architects, has been appointed 

American Institute of Architects 

(AIA) north central states 

regional director, including 

Minnesota, Wisconsin, and the 
Dakotas. Swenson's three-year 

· term began in December. 

GRANTS 
The college's Center for 

Sustainable Building Research 

(CSBR), In partnership with the 

city of St Paul, has received 

a $50,000 Minnesota State 
Energy Sector Partnership 

(MSESP) green grant. The grant 

will be used for training on 

sustainable building codes. 

Amber sausen (MArch '10, 

MS candidate) received a 

departmental block grant to 
attend the Industrial Fabrics 

Association International Expo 

in Orlando, Florida, in late 

October. Her experience at 

the conference will Inform her 

MS research In fabric-centric 

wall assemblies that improve 

building performance. 

PUBLICATIONS 
Faye Berger (BS Home 

Economics '97) published 

Gumption: Lessons on Old 

Age, Lonellness, ond o 
Hotdlsh (North Star Press, 

2010), a memoir of her father's 

male social network In rural 

Minnesota from 1986 to 1996. 

Joanne Eicher (regents 

professor emerita, Apparel 

Design) is the editor-in-chief of 
the 10-volume Encyclopedia 

of World Dress and Fashion, 

published in 2010 by Oxford 

University Press. Eicher 

has been working on the 

project since 2003. Over 30 

College of Design alumni 
and faculty contributed 
articles. (See page 15.) 

Dean Tom Fisher (Architecture) 
wrote "Service with a Smile" 

for the November/December 

2010 issue of Architecture 

Minnesota. The article 

profiled Edward Kodet, Jr., 

(MArch '69), recipient of the 

American Institute of Architects 

Minnesota 2010 Gold Medal 

award. Fisher also had two 

essays published in the online 

journal Places: "Viral Cities" 

(published in October) and 

"Frederick Law Olmstead and 

the Campaign for Public Health" 

(published in November). 

Tasoulla Hadjiyanni's and 

Stephanie Zollinger's (both 

Interior Design) article 

"Stimulating Student Interest 

in Design History Classes" 

was published in Archnet-

/JAR International Journal 

of Architectural Research. 
Zollinger also presented 

"Stories from the Jack Lener 

Larsen Studio: Process, 
Product, and Innovation" at the 

Oral History In Art, Craft, and 

Design Conference held at the 

Victoria and Albert Museum 

In London, England, In July. 

James Thompson (MArch 

'10) published ·something Is 

Rotten in the State of Denmark: 

Architectural Insurgency In 
Copenhagen" in issue 5/6 
of Conditions. The article 
compares two Copenhagen 

neighborhoods, arguing that 

the quality of architecture 
and urban design should be 
judged on its political Impacts. 

Rebecca Van Amber (BS 

Apparel Design '05) published 
"Effects of Laundering and 

Water Temperature on the 
Properties of SIik and Silk
blend Knitted Fabrics" In 

Textile Research Journal. 

EXHIBITIONS 
AND 
PRESENTATIONS 
William Angell (Housing 

Studies) chaired a session on 

radon risk communication for 

building professionals at a joint 

World Health Organization and 

International Atomic Energy 

Agency symposium in Geneva, 

Switzerland, in early November. 

He also chaired a program on 

the radon remediation and 

prevention aspects of the 

development of national radon 

Helen Koo (see pg. 12) smart clothing 



programs, especially In small 

and developing countries. 

James Boyd Brent (Graphic 
Design) had a series of Intaglio 

prints In ·stop the Presses: 

Graphic Art In a New Light," an 

autumn 2010 exhibit in the lobby 

gallery of the O'Shaughnessy 

Educational Center on St. 

Thomas University's St Paul 

campus, and a screen print in 

"Poster Offensive 5," a show 

held October 29-November 7 at 

Galley in northeast Minneapolis. 

Blaine Brownell (Architecture) 

delivered the lunch keynote 

at Architect magazine's R&D 

symposium in September in 

Chicago. In October Brownell 

presented the first lecture for 

the Houston-based Rice Design 

Alliance series "A Material 

World," and then "Beyond 

Flatland: Emergent Materials 

and the Next Interface• at the 
first Conferencla Internacional 

em Design e Artes Graflcas 

held in Lisbon, Portugal. 

Lucy Dunne (Apparel Design), 

Helen Koo (Apparel Design 

graduate student), SIivia 
Guttmann, and Amanda 

Matrejek (the latter two Apparel 

Design undergraduates) 

presented smart clothing 

prototypes at the 2010 

International Symposium 

on Wearable Computers In 

Seoul, Korea, In October. Koo 

competed In the Wearable 

Computer Contest and won 
the Best Exhibition award. 

Dean Tom Asher (Architecture) 

presented a lecture titled 
"The Redesign of Systems" 

In October at the Cuningham 
Group offices in Minneapolis. 

The lecture was part of the 
group's Urban Currents series. 

Monica Fogg's watercolor 

Monica Fogg's (DHA) 
watercolor Promise 
received an honorable 

mention In the fine 

arts exhibit at the 2010 
Minnesota State Fair. 

Rebecca Krlnke's 
(Landscape Architecture) 

public art installation, 

Unseen/Seen: The 
Mapping of Joy and 

Pain, was featured In 

the "Mapping Spectral 

Traces• exhibition and 

International symposium 

held in autumn 2010 

at Virginia Tech. 

Dewey Thorbeck's student work from Yale 

Steven McCarthy (Graphic 
Design) presented 

"Typography's Role In Design 
Authorship: Product, Process, 

or Tool?" at Design and Craft: 

A History of Convergences 

and Divergences, the 

seventh Conference of the 

International Committee for 
Design History and Design 

Studies, held In Brussels, 

Belgium, In September. 

Julia Williams Robinson's 

(Architecture) exhibition of 

watercolors, "Impressions of 

the Upper Midwest," ran from 

October 30 through November 

at Curran's Restaurant in 

south Minneapolis. 

Tom Rose (Art) exhibited 

"Time Frames and 

Other Stories," large

format works focusing 

on architectural 

plans, In Rapson 

Hall's Architecture 

and Landscape 

Architecture Library 

from August 

through October. 

Two of Dewey 
Thorbeck's 
(Center for Rural 

Design) studio 
designs-an office 

building In Boston 

and a housing 

development In 

Minneapolis-

are on display at 

the Yale School 

of Architecture 
as part of an 

exhibit titled "An 

Architect's Legacy: 

James Stirling's 

• I t 
Julia Williams Robinson's watercolor 

Students at Yale, 1959-83." 

which opened October 13 and 

runs until January 28, 2011. 

Ann Ziebarth (Housing Studies) 

presided as 2010 president at 

the annual Housing Education 

and Research Association 

meeting in Portland, Oregon, 

In early November. She also 

presented research findings at 

the International Age-Friendly 

Cities conference In Hong 

Kong later In November. 

STUDENTS 
Lucy Dunne's (Apparel 

Design) Studio Ill third-year 

students finished a project 

In collaboration with WSI 

Sports, a Minnesota-based 

sportswear manufacturer. 

Student-designed garments 

have been manufactured by the 
company and are being sold 

at BEWI Ski and Snowboard 

Expos around the country. 

Marisa Fredrickson (third-year 

BS Architecture) presented 

"Making Downtown: Nicollet 

Mall's Collaborative Design 

Response for a Vit.al City 
Center" and student Jilian 

DeCoursey presented "A 
Trend-Setting Church for a 

Trend-Setting Town: Society. 
Spirituality, and Suburbanization 
in the Design of St Peter's 

Lutheran Church, Edina," at the 
fifth annual Student Symposium 

on the Built Environment 

in September, an event 

organized by the Minnesota 

Chapter of the Society of 

Architectural Historians. 

Greenllght, a College of Design

based student group geared 
toward reducing human Impact 

on the planet, hosted a local 

foods dinner on September 22. 

Laurie McGlnley (MArch 
candidate) and Angelina Jones 

(MA Retail Merchandising, 

Human Rights minor) 

showcased their projects as 
Walter H. Judd International 

Fellows on October 13. 
McGinley credited the Judd 

Fellowship with allowing 
her to study In detail historic 

architectural elements that 
are used to provide people 

with privacy in dense, urban 
settings. She identified privacy 

elements used In Turkish 
architecture and documented 



them through photography ALUMNI Carol Berger (BS Apparel HIiary Davis (BS Design Mary Pappajohn (BS Related and founder-shareholders 

and field drawings while In 
Jarett Anderson (BS Arch 

Design '10) took second Communications '01) Art '55) was profiled In the of Daniel, Mann, Johnson, 

Istanbul last summer. Jones place In the 2010 Peacock accepted a position as fall 2010 Issue of Minnesota Mendenhall, one of the 

Interned with Women in 
'03; MArch '09) has Joined Standard Silk Design art director for New York- magazine, In an article world's largest architectural, 

Progress and developed 
St. Paul-based BWBR Competition. Her dress based Saatchl & Saatchl. focusing partly on a new planning, and engineering 

a fair-trade education 
Architects as an Intern "Ripples of Silk" was exhibited Previously she was art public sculpture garden firms. He also directed the 

workshop for women business 
working In the corrections at the 2010 Association of director for Campbell Mlthun In Des Moines, Iowa, at design efforts of such space 

owners In Krobo, Ghana. and justice markets. Southeast Asian Nations and Macy's, and worked Pappajohn Sculpture Park. vehicles and systems as the 

Eric Olsen, a fourth-year 
Jonathan Bahe (BS Arch '06) Conference, August 25-29, as a designer for Regis 

Patrick Redmond (MA 
Atlas, Jupiter, Thor, Titan I, 

student In the Accelerated 
has been named managing in Bangkok, Thailand. Corporation and Greer and 

DHA '90) received a full 
the lunar excursion module, 

director of the Design Futures Associates in the Twin Cities. and the space shuttle. He 
Environmental Design and Three Department of scholarship to attend the 

Landscape Architecture Council, an Interdisciplinary Landscape Architecture Josh Larson (BS Arch '08) Executive Education and 
was project director of the 

Program, and Ben 
network of design, product, alumni-Bob Close (BLA '76), captained one of four teams Professional Development 

space shuttle assembly facility 

VandenWymelenberg, a third- and construction leaders Close Landscape Architects; competing in Canstructlon Mini Master of Business 
at Kennedy Space Center 

year BS Architecture student, exploring global trends, Tom Oslund (BLA '80), oslund. 2010 at the Mall of America Communication program, 
in 1973; project director for 

were nominated as 2010 
challenges, and opportunities and.associates; and Damon in September. The annual Opus College of Business, 

the design of an aircraft 

Homecoming King candidates. 
in architecture. Bahe was Farber (BLA '71), Farber Canstruction event puts University of St. Thomas. 

maintenance complex for the 

also named an associate 
Iranian Aircraft Industries in 

Associates-head three of thousands of nonperishable 
Virajlta Singh (Center 1978; proje~manager for the 

four finalist firms for landscape food items in the hands of 
for Sustainable Building design of a major medical 

architect of the Minneapolis local architects, engineers, 
Research), Jess Roberts facility program for the Saudi 

Peavy Plaza revitalization contractors, designers, and (BS Arch '04; MArch '06), Arabian minister of defense 
project. The selected firm students to see who can 

was osland.and.assoclates. design the most creative 
and Molly Eagen (MArch and aviation In 1975-76; and 

'10) make up the research project manager of the design 

Kelly Connelly (BS Retail 
sculpture using stacks of 

team for a proposed Clinton- of Boufarik International 
food. Larson's team included 

Merchandising '05) was fellow College of Design 
Graceville-Beardsley school Airport In Algeria In 1983. 

promoted to buyer of Impulse alumnus Laura Oestreich 
greenhouse In Big Stone 

Vaike Radamus (BS Interior 
(contemporary) Denim (BS Interior Design '06). 

County, Minnesota. 
Design '68), an outstanding 

and Bottoms for Macy's Interior designer and 
Department Stores In June Stephanie Lenz (BS Housing DEATHS dedicated supporter of the 
2010. Connelly works out of Studies '09) started a one-year Eugene Larkin, who retired college, died on October 
Macy's New York offices. appointment in March 2010 from the college's Department 21. Her award-winning 

Megan Conner (BS Arch '02) 
as community coordinator for of Design, Housing, and design credits cover a broad 

has Joined Minneapolis-based 
the District 6 Planning Council Apparel In 1991, died In spectrum-from banks, 

Braun lntertec as a building 
In St. Paul, working with crime November In South Bend, shopping malls, healthcare 
prevention, neighborhood 

sciences specialist in the block clubs, vacant housing, 
Indiana. Larkin was known faclllties, and theaters, to 

company's Building Sciences and the community to Identify 
nationally and regionally as country clubs, trains, and 

Lourie McG/n/ey Group, which conducts a printmaking educator and airplanes. Radamus was an 
and advocate for houses to 

forensic Investigations and be removed or rehabbed. 
practitioner. His works are In Interior designer at St. Louis 

quality assurance reviews the permanent collections Park-based General Office 
principal of Greenway Group, 

to enhance the long-term Mary E. Lltshelm (BS of the Library of Congress, Products Company for 24 
a management and foresight 

performance and energy Applied Design '73; MA the Museum of Modern years, retiring In 1992. She 
consultancy founded by efficiency of buildings. Past Home Economics '79) Art, and the Art Institute served on the Friends of the 
James P. Cramer, former projects she has worked completed her research of Chicago, and he wrote Goldstein Board of Directors 
executive vice president of on Include the Hopkins on Scandinavian folk art Design: The Search for Unity, and provided photography 
both the American Institute fire and police stations, education In the contemporary a, book on basic design services, documenting 
of Architects and AIA-MN. the Como Conservatory context and received her and visual composition. Goldstein exhibitions and 

restoration, and the Block 19 PhD from the University's 
Stanley Moe (BArch '36) 

opening receptions. The 

Parking Ramp in St. Paul. College of Education and 
died on October 13. Moe 

Valke Radamus Scholarship 

Construction event at Mall of 
Human Development. 

was one of six partners 
honors her commitment 

America 
to interior design. 
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CAMPUS 

CONNECTIONS 
Alumni, students, and 

design professionals made 
connections on campus this 
fall. Here are photos from a 

few of our events. 

To view more alumni 
event photos go to 

www.flickr.com/photos/ 
umndesign/sets/. 

RETAIL CONNECT 
Guests donned 3D glasses to view 
part of Creative Kidstuff CEO and 
president Roberta Bonoff's (BS Retail 

'82) trend presentation at the first 
annual Retail Connect: Succeeding in an 
Unpredictable Marketplace, October 21. 

Far right: Joanne Grabau (BS Fashion 
Merchandising '76), buyer for Macy's 

North, moderated the event. 

RENDEZVOUS WITH THE U, NOVEMBER 11 

Keynote speaker Kim Herforth Nielsen chats 
__ _ _ _____ _ ______ _ _ ____ with Thomas Meyer (BArch '74), founder of 

Dewey Thorbeck (BArch '60) and Betty Hammel Meyer Scherer & Rockcastle Ltd. 

Bob Krone (BArch '77) and Chuck Levin (BArch/ 
BED '78) met on the first day of school. Today. 
both head their own architecture firms In New 
York and Minneapolis respectively. They pose In 
the bathroom of the ICON So/or House. 

VI\\ 

Goldstein Museum of Design exhibition, 
"The Importance of Drawing: Ralph Rapson's 
Legacy,• opened during Rendezvous. 

THANKS 2010-11 MENTORS DIRTY LAUNDRY 

This year our 186 mentors will provide more than 2,100 hours of 
time helping 212 graduate and undergraduate students make 
Industry connections and grow as professionals. See a list of our 
mentors and program volunteers at z.umn.edu/cdesmentors. 
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Housing faculty Marilyn Bruin, Ann Z/ebarlh (BS Housing 75), 
and Jeff Crump show off new Housing Studies T-shirts during 
the Housing Alumni Galo on November 10, 2010. The shirts 
were designed by student Kelly Umhoef-er and say ".)!es, It's 
a majort• on the back. To purchase a shirt ($10 students. $15 
alumni and friends}, contact Ann Zlebarlh at azlebart@umn 
.edu. 

Derek Sussner (BS Design Comm '96) founder of Sussner Design, 
talks with students after his presentation at Dirty Laundry: 
Business Edition. November 18. 
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CREATING THE ENCYCLOPEDIA 
OF WORLD DRESS AND FASHION 
A special event celebrating 

the completion of Joanne 

Eicher's Encyclopedia of 

World Dress and Fashion 
(EWDF) on October 22, 

2010, was attended by 

225 people. Seven years 

in the making, EWDF 

with its online portal, 

BergFashionlibrary.com, 

Is the first comprehensive 

reference to explore all 

aspects of dress and 

fashion. Thirty-nine alumni 

and faculty contributed 

work to the project (list 

below). 

Joanne Eicher, regents professor 
emerita and editor-In-chief; Kathryn 

Earle, managing director of Berg 
Publishers and creator of the Berg 
Fashion Library; Jane Hegland 
(MA '91, PhD '95 DHA), author of 
the article, "Dress and Fashion 
Education: Design and Business"; 
Marilyn DeLong, DHA professor; 
and John Vollmer. editor of the East 
Asia volume. 

ALUMNI & FACULTY CONTRIBUTE WRITING 
AND RESEARCH TO THE ENCYCLOPEDIA 
Joanne Eicher, regents professor emerita 
and ed~or-1n-ch1ef. 

Annette Lynch (PhD '92 DHA) 

Barbara Sumberg (MA "93, PhD '01 DHA) 

Betty Wass el Wal<,! (BS '56 Home Ee) 

C.,rol Colburn (MA 76 Home Ee, PhD 
·99 DHA) 

Char1one J11ousek (MA '82 Home Ee. PhD 
·as DHAJ 

Colleen Gau (BS ·94 Costume Design) 

Don Johnson, rebred U or M librarian 

Fred T Sm,th, former professor, An History 

Frenchy Lunning (PhD ·oo DHA) 

Hazel A Lutz (MA '80 Anthropology, PhD 
"03 DHA) 

Heather Mane Akou (MA '01, PhD '05 
DHA) 

Helen Bn,dley Foster (MA ·90 Ancient 
Stud,es) 

Jane E. Hegland (MA ·91, PhD ·95 DHA) 

Jasleen Dham~a. H,I1 Vis,Mg Professor, 
DHA 

JuanJuan Wu (PhD ·os DHA) assistant 
professor, DHA 

Juyeon Park (PhD '081 

Karen LaBat (85 74 Costume Design, MS 
·so Home Ee. PhD '88 DHA). professor 

Katalin Medvedev (PhD ·os DHA) 

Kelly Mohs Gage (PhD '08 DHA) 

Key Sook Geum, Visiting fellow, DHA 

Linda Welters (PhD '81 Home Ee) 

M C6thenne Daly (PhD "84 Home Ee) 

Margaret A Deppe (BS '90 Biology. MA 
·os. PhD ·10 DHA) 

Manlyn Delong. professor, DHA 

Mary Alice Chaney (MA ·os DHA. PhD 
C.,ndtdate) 

Merlem Chida (85 '00 Ag/Food Business 
Mgmt, '05 Ag/Applied Economics, PhD 
'06DHA) 

Nancy O. Bryant IMS 74 TeXlJles and 
Clothing) 

Patricia C&mpbell Warner (MA ·s2 Horne 
Ee. PhD "86 DHA) 

Ph,l,p W Porter, professor ementus. 
Geogn,phy 

Rem, Dou8h (PhD ·os DHA) 

Sandra Lee Evenson (BS '81 TeX1Jles and 
Clothing, MS"92. PhD ·94 DHAI 

San, J Kadolph (PhD 79 Home Ee) 

Susan L Sokolowski (PhD ·99 DHA and 
Ktnesialogy) 

SUsan 0. Mochelman (MA "87. PhD ·92 
DHA) 

Thadeus Shlo (PhD 006 DHA) 

Theresa M Winge (BS ·91 Costume 
Des,gn, ·01 MLA ·04 PhD DHAI 

Uroowan Pitmaneeyakul (PhD ·01 DHA) 
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Marilyn Delong, professor of apparel studies, spoke at the college's annual gathering 
of students and donors In October at McNamara Alumni Center. We are grateful for the 
support she has provided through the Marilyn Revell Delong Fellowship Fund, which 
supports PhD students working in the areas of apparel design, historic dress, or aesthetics 

In the College of Design. 

-Sue Danielson Bretheim, Director of Development 

Attendees of last fall's Donor and Scholar event were Inspired by the words of speakers Marilyn 
DeLong, Allx Nettnay, and Tiffani Navratil. DeLong Is a professor In DHA and funded a fellowship In 
the graduate program, Nettnay received funding from the LIia R. Bath Clothing Design Internship, 
and Navratil received the Founders Fund Graduate Fellowshlp In Landscape Architecture. 

Why I Give. • • 
By Marilyn DeLong, Professor, Apparel Design 

I have recently come to 
realize that much of what I 

believe is worthwhile In higher 

education Is going to have to 
be funded through nonpublic 

sources In the future. In other 
words, funding for that which 

we hold dear In the scholarly 
community must come from 
our scholarly community and 
from Individuals and outside 
sources. From this context, I 
would like to focus on why I 

give, what I call my three G's : 
gratitude, growing, and giving 

back 

Gratitude: for teachers 
and higher education 
My Involvement In higher 
education has been intense. 
I graduated from three 
different public land-grant 
institutions and have spent 
my entire career in some 
form of higher education. I 

am grateful for those who 
paved the way before me, 
who saw possibilities in me, 

and who helped me hone my 
talents to think and seNe as 
best I could. I am filled with 
gratitude for these precious 
memories and for these 

teachers in my life. 

Growing: through my 

students I have grown 
to enjoy being someone 

\ 
students come to for help. 
I have grown by being a 

considerate adviser with 
graduate students who are 

themselves struggling In their 

move toward excellence. I 

have learned to take on the 

perspective of students: They 

are not peas in a pod-each 

is motivated by his or her 

own interests and aptitudes 

and must be treated as 

an Individual. I try to listen 

carefully to their stories and 

help them, starting with who 

they are and where they want 

to grow and then finding ways 

to motivate them, one by 

one. I have learned to value 

their struggle In growing. I 

have grown In my thinking to 

realize that I can help others 

achieve their longings. 

Giving back: to ensure 

students finish strong 

I have learned that first you 

must identify what you are 

passionate about and then 

find a way to give back, 
in full gratitude for what 

you have received in your 

own life. I believe we must 
identify what we value and 

determine where there is 
a need. I see the financial 
struggle of many students at 

the end of the game-they 

need a bit more time to focus 
on research, data collection, 

and writing. At this stage, 
recognition and funding

from a scholarship-may help 
them achieve excellence. We 
must step up to the plate and 
give back. 
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ZERO+ CAMPUS DESIGN 

By Adam Regn Arvidson 

It is not unusual for architects to look at buildings with 
an eye to Improving their environmental performance. 
Nor Is it strange for landscape architects, planners, and 
engineers to quantify the environmental success of urban 

infrastructures, like storm water management or traffic 
systems. 

No one, however, according to Department of Landscape 
Architecture lecturer Barry Lehrman, is looking at buildings 

and landscapes together. Lehrman and a number of 
University landscape architects, architects, environmental 
scientists, campus planners, and faclllties managers are 

going to do just that-using the University's Twin Cities 
campus as a laboratory. 

In late 2009 Lehrman joined with landscape architecture 

department head Lance Neckar, associate professor 
of architecture Mary Guzowski, and architecture senior 

research fellow Loren Abraham to create the Zero+ Campus 

Design Project. The project will look for ways to reduce 
environmental impact through the design of both buildings 
and landscapes. 

At the core of projects like this Is modeling, a technique 

designers use to determine how environmentally sound or 
efficient their projects are. Through specialized software, 
designers can play with individual buildings and landscapes 

and Immediately assess how much energy they would 
require, or how much wastewater they would give off, 
known as performance. 
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"But we never talk about the methods or tools for 
optimizing the urban form as a whole," Lehrman said. He 

wonders how entire neighborhoods or campuses could be 
modeled, and then designed-or redesigned-to have zero 
impact on natural systems. 

Last September, the University's Office of the Provost 

authorized just over $255,000 from the late Ann Salovich's 
bequest to beautify the University campus for three years 

of the Zero+ Campus Project. But the grant is geared 
toward innovative instruction and campus beautification, not 
research. Zero+ Campus, therefore, has transformed from 

an analysis (modeling) of the actual U of M campus into a 
primarily curriculum-based project. Its key features include 
new classes and student competitions. The team is also 

working with the University's facilities management stgff, 
who will act as clients for student design projects and will 
seek opportunities for built case studies. 

"We will teach students how to design projects with high 
building performance in a traditional sense," said Loren 

Abraham. "but also building performance when you figure 
in landscape architecture, wastewater. and ecology." 

To that end, the group is working on classes that span 

disciplines. Abraham and Guzowski will teach a one
week catalyst course this spring cal led Envisioning the 

Sustainable Campus. and are developing other courses 
that connect building and land toward a common goal of 

environmental sustainability. 

The project has barely begun, and the team is still figuring 
out exactly how to weave the necessary research back 
into the mix. A recent meeting had the cordial, free-form 

intensity of a project kick-off, Lehrman admitted. "We're still 
very much in the start-up phase." But student assistants 
have been hired, syllabi have been written, and a website is 

In the works. Zero+ Campus is at squar"e one. 

Projects by Brady Hickcox, Laura Jablonske, 
Sean Kelly, and Kaitlin Schalow for Arch 5560 
Carbon Neutral Design Studio, spring 2008, 
taught by Mary Guzowski, Loren Abraham, 
and Ian McLe/lan. 




